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1 A Teichm\"uller theory for entire func-
tions
McMullen-Sullivan [10] $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}\ddot{\mathrm{u}}$ ller theory
entire function
959
$f$ transcendental entire function The deformation
space $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}(\mathrm{C}, f)$ $f$ invariant Beltrami differentials (
$f^{*}\mu(z)(=\mu(f(_{Z}))\overline{f\prime(z)}/f’(z))=\mu(z)$
$\mu$ ) $M(\mathrm{C}, f.)$ the open unit ball $M_{1}(\mathrm{C}, f)$ –
( $f$
)
Theorem 1 Suppose that the set sing$(f^{-}1)$ of all singular values is a
countable set, then
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wandering domains Baker domains 2 3
(





No invariant line fields theorems
Teichm\"uller spaces –
NWDT
Proposition 2 If the discrete part Teich$(F^{dis}/f)$ is offinite dimension,
then there are no eventually singular-value free, simply connected wander-
ing domains.
multiply connected wandering domains $J\cup\{\infty\}$
connected ([8] ) the Julia set
multiply connected wandering domains
[3]
$f\in B$ Baker domains $f\in C$
wandering domains $f\in S$ wandering domains
Teichm\"uller spaces .
Bergweiler’s Conjecture Every $f\in B$ has no wandering domains.
$B$ wandering domains
$\mathrm{o}e^{e^{z}}-e^{z}$ example ([1])
Baker domains simple closed









Theorem 4 For $f\in B\cap C$ , suppose that the number $N_{AC}$ of foliated
equivalent class of acyclic ($i.e$ . non-periodic and non-preperiodic) singular
values in the Fatou set is finite. Then
$\dim \mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}}(\mathrm{c}, f)=N_{AC}+\dim M(J, f)$ .
For $f\in S$ ,
$\dim \mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}}(\mathrm{c}, f)=N_{AC}+\dim M(J, f)-N_{p}$ ,
where $N_{P}$ is the number of cycles of parabolic periodic points.
Teich$(\mathrm{c}, f)$ NILF Theroem
(Structural instability NILF theorem )




) Teich$(F^{dis}, f)$ NWDT –
Theorem 5 Suppose that $f\in EL$ and that sing$(f^{-1})\cap p$ is finite. Then
$f$ has no $wande\dot{\mathcal{H}}ng$ domains if and only if $\dim \mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{h}(FdiS, f)$ is finite.
Moreover, in this case,
$\dim \mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}}(FdiS, f)=N_{AC}-N_{p}$
2 Examples
Example 1 Consider the 1-dimensional exponential family
$\{f_{\lambda}(_{Z})=\lambda e^{z}|\lambda\in \mathrm{c}^{*}\}$ .
18
Conjecture Those belonging to the class $C$ are dense in the exponential
family.
no invariant line fields
(on the Julia sets)
$\mathrm{x}e^{z}$
$\lambda z^{n}e^{z}$ logarithmic lifts
[4], [5], [6], [12]
Example 2 Consider the sine family
$\{f_{a,b}(z)=\sin(aZ+b)\}$ .
Theorem 6 For an $f$ in the sine family, suppose that $f\in C$ and two
singular values have different foliated equivalence classes, then
Teich $(\mathrm{c}, f)=\mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}(Fdis, f)$ .
In $parti_{Cu}\iota ar_{f}$ there are no $inva\dot{\mathcal{H}}ant$ line fields on $J$ .
logarithmic lifts 2
Example 3 Wandering domains may contribute nothing to Teich$(\mathrm{C}, f)$ .
Baker’s example
$f(z)=z-e^{z}+1+2\pi i$
gives such one. And Bergweiler’s
$f(z)=2-\log 2+2Z-ez$
in [2] gives another.
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